PUBLISHING

Make money quickly from your web site now.
1-Click Contextual Banner
A 1-Click Contextual Banner is a fully customizable, dynamic ad unit
that delivers relevant ad listings in an engaging package. Easy to set up,
but even easier to earn money with, use 1-Click Contextual Banners to
monetize standard IAB placements on any property you please.

Search Box
A Search Box is a direct link to the highest quality ad listings. A simple
plug-and-play solution with light customization options. Configure,
insert the provided code and prepare to earn.

Hot Spot
A HotSpot is an evolutionary, 2-click ad unit that combines eCPM
optimized keywords with branded result pages. Choose from stock
categories & themes, or create and upload your own. This ad unit is
perfect for both standard IAB placements and custom sized, hard-tomonetize placements.
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PUBLISHING

Make money quickly from your web site now.
Exit Traffic Monetization Options
REDIRECT

Recapture abandoned traffic with Exit Listings. On exit from your
page users are redirected to a landing page with optimized listings of
advertisers.

CPV POP

Recapture abandoned traffic with a CPV Pop. On exit from your page,
users are redirected to a top site based on the keywords you have
provided.

Robust Ad Customization Toolset
Your ads shouldn’t have to clash with your site. That’s why GenieKnows
Media allows you to fully customize the ads that appear on your site.
You control the color, ad unit size, font style and font size to match with
the look and feel of your site. Enjoy the flexibility of displaying ads by
category or dynamically by the content of your web pages to ensure
optimal relevancy and conversion.

Landing Page

Great for monetizing parked domains, redirect users to a custom Landing
Page populated with paid listings to generate cash from your domains.
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